If you were investigating intelligent design—the latest manifestation of
antievolutionism—and you were unwise enough to regard the pronouncements of its leaders as reliable, what would you conclude? That intelligent design is, in the words of its main scientific proponent, “one of the greatest achievements in the history of science. The discovery rivals those of Newton and Einstein, Lavoisier and Schrödinger, Pasteur and Darwin” (Behe 1996, pp. 232–233). That intelligent design is not a form of creationism, since, in the words of its main theoretical architect, “Intelligent design as a scientific theory is distinct from a theological doctrine of creation.... [It] starts with the data of nature and from there argues to an intelligent cause responsible for the specified complexity in nature” (Dembski 1999, p. 248). And that intelligent design is uniquely appropriate for the promotion of the Christian gospel,...
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